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Track List:

1. Heart of the Dragon - 02:23
2. Frozen Moonlight - 01:52

3. If Trees Could Talk - 04:21
4. There's No Place Like Home - 02:54

5. Into the Unknown - 01:59
6. The Shattered Sky - 01:58

7. Onslaught of Tribulation - 02:28
8. Erimos - 01:49

9. Chasing Obscurity - 02:19
10. March of Glory - 01:47
11. Ravaged Past - 01:25
12. A Tale Untold - 01:11

13. The Woman in Black - 02:33
14. Sweltering Sands - 00:49
15. Petals of Time - 01:05

16. Path to Purgatory - 01:41
17. Luminous Decay - 01:35
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18. Into the Depths - 01:42
19. Frozen Isolation - 01:22

20. A New Beginning - 02:54
21. Drowning Memories - 00:59

22. Precipice of Adventure - 01:07
23. Heart of the Dragon (8bit Remix) - 01:56

24. The Edge of Triumph - 00:56
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Excellent game.
It's has beautiful and pleasant level design. Great music and it provides new playing experience.
Highly recommend!. This game has poor graphics, very limited gameplay and only five basic levels in campaign mode.
Additionally, I encountered a bug where I couldn't get a building's upgrade menu up more than once. (If that's because there's
something happening at the time, then there needs to be some sort of feedback so the user knows this.)

The game has only a few buildings, you're constantly bringing in resources at a decent rate with nothing to deplete them, so it's
not really a resource management game, and my cursor was often some distance away from where the structure I was building
would be located, rendering large parts of the screen impossible to build upon.. Cute! Nice little game. Not really checkers per
se. The pieces have different special powers. Other than that it's a physics-based knock-em-out-of-the arena type game. Well
worth the price (under two bucks in the Summer Sale).. Did not live up to the expectations.. From my point of view, this is best
medieval game because you can build your own kingdom and control your story line, also you can hire lords on your side if you
are the King.

People can't wait for Bannerlord so I am. I hope Bnnerlord will be more diverse than i can imagine

So, I recommend this game. It's really cool parody of GTA. A lot of things which made me laugh a lot. Lol. Easy storylines,
some stereotypes, great accent, and the damn soundtracks! Anyway, I would like to get them as dlc just for listening. Or
anything. It's music you just wanna play in party.
Also really cheap for all the stuff it gives.
Ye, and best experiences are while playing drunk. As drunk. Hehe.

9\/10 from me.
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I have enjoyed this game in VR for 333 hours , but its one of those games that cannot be finished its way to hard like silly hard
(300+ hours) the advanced levels the ai is unstoppable with credits and upgrades too few and far between sigh! personaly I hate
this. so
VR 5/5
Graphics 5/5
xbox controller 5/5
Game play 4/5. This entire series is a gigantic ego trip for the director, but it's the most entertaining thing ever. The game is fine
tuned to appeal to streamers, but you can see the people behind it were passionate, and you can actually get a few good tips for
dating and conversation out of this. I got me a bottle of mead and played the entire game in one go while drunk, and it was the
best time of my life, take that as you will.. It's a good game! Especially playing with friends!. Finally! Congratulation on the
steam release! I have been waiting for this game for a long time. The aesthetics of this game is so damn awesome! I also agree
that the game is a bit underpriced because you've spent 3,500+ hours developing this game already!
Looking forward to the future updates :). I love everything about this game:

-Atmosphere
-Low poly modern art
-Skills and difficulty
-deep town building

Can't wait for full release!. ehhhhhh not fun in my opinion. I rocommend getting this game BUT not yet. This game is fun
however in the current build your not going to get more than one to two hours of gameplay out of each start due to bugs and
errors. That said this game has alot of potential and i hope they fix things quickly but untill you see a significant updat that fixes
alot of bugs and errors you should hold off on getting it for now.. * No feel of authoritarian state
* Is itself a work of leftie propaganda
* Boring, short and doesn't make you care about your characters

Even with slightly more interesting mechanics fails to be better than Republia Times. best game ever, WoW just copied it
♥♥♥♥ing scrubs i wish they kids die of ligma :). It's an okay toy. It can be fun, but wears this fast. As a game, it feels hollow.
Seems like they originally had the intention of making a survival style game, realized they couldn't and made this instead.

Also, I'm tired of "Physics based" games that son't attempt anything that feels lke real physics. Everything feels swimmy, light-
weight and fragile. Great if you want to watch things explode and fly apart, but that's it.
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